
 

 
Caregiver Corner: Grade K 

 
 
Dear Caregiver, 
  
Summer is starting to wind down and we have back to school on our minds. But that 
doesn’t mean we have to wind down having fun! There’s plenty of time to play games 
we love, kick or throw a ball, or maybe do a few puzzles. Your child is still learning when 
they are playing, so lean into these last weeks of summer play! 
  
This week we are exploring Fun and Games! 
Each day we offer a different activity and provide you with tips to extend the learning. 
  

● Reading Monday: Read Hurry Up, Hippo! 
Use the Take and Teach Lesson Key Ideas and Details pages to walk your child 
through the text. 
You may also have your child reread the text on other days this week and guide 
them with the Respond & Extend pages. 

  
● Media Tuesday: Watch The Tortoise and the Hare 

Extend the fun by having your child act out the story with family members, stuffed 
animals, or action figures. 
You may also have them create their own video to show the famous race. 
  

● Writing Wednesday: Write About a Sport 
Extend the activity by having your child label their picture with details from their 
sentences. 
More to Read!: We provide another title to extend reading on the topic. 
  

● Research Thursday: Learn Rules of Baseball 
Extend the activity by having your child write or draw a few more rules and 
compile them into a book. 
  

● Project Friday: Design a Sign 
Extend the activity by having your child listen to Hurry Up, Hippo! again and hold 
up their sign when they hear the words “Hurry up, Hippo!” 
  

  
Have a great week of reading and learning! 





Alan A. Rubin
Illustrated by Mike Dammer
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GENRE Fiction


WHY THIS TEXT?


This animal fantasy story follows the antics of Hippo as he prepares to play baseball 


with his friends. Picture clues in the playful illustrations will help children understand 


Hippo and the supporting characters. In addition to strong characters, this fiction 


story has a strong plot and a clear ending. With a repeated line of text, children will laugh  


and chime in as Hippo’s teammates urge him to “Hurry up, Hippo!”


VOCABULARY NETWORK


Words About Baseball bat (n.), team (n.), sport (n.)


Hurry Up, Hippo!


INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 


Options for Teacher-Led Sessions


❍  Key Ideas & Details ....................................... 2


• Character Clues


• Story Elements


❍  Respond & Extend ........................................ 4


Online Printables


Vocabulary Network 
Organizer


Oral Reading Record


Tabletop Minilessons: Reading


Character Clues 


Story Elements


Fiction


TEXT X-RAY


KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE


• Hippo gets ready to play 


baseball. His teammates are 


waiting for him. 


• Hippo puts on his sock.


• Hippo puts on his cap.


• Hippo puts on his glove. 


• Hippo puts on his helmet.


• Hippo gets his bat. 


• Hippo hits the ball. 


• Hippo gets a home run.


Key Vocabulary


sock (p. 2)


hurry (p. 2)


cap (p. 4)


glove (p. 6)


snack (p. 8)


helmet (p. 10)


bat (p. 12)


hit (p. 14)


home run (p. 16)


Before reading, explain that the 


animal friends in this story are 


playing baseball. Review the 


equipment Hippo puts on or 


gets to play the game, having 


children repeat each word with 


you. Then review how baseball 


is played. Discuss why someone 


might need to hurry when 


playing a sport.


TEXT COMPLEXITY


READING LEVEL B  OVERALL RATING Slightly Complex


1Hurry Up, Hippo!
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GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.


GENERATE INTEREST


Prompt children to make predictions and share 


connections.


• What do you know about baseball? 


• What team sports have you played or watched?


BUILD VOCABULARY


Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 


vocabulary and explore language connections.


• bat (n.), team (n.), sport (n.)


Key Ideas & Details


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Hippo gets his sock.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Spanish cognate: béisbol (baseball)


2–3


What is Hippo doing in the picture? (putting on his sock) 


Who is telling him to hurry up? (his coach, the gorilla) 


What are the other characters doing? (getting ready to 


play baseball)


Guide Prompt children to look for picture clues to identify 


the characters. Explain that the gorilla is the coach of the 


baseball team. The whistle around his neck is one clue. The 


other characters dressed like Hippo are on the field, a clue that 


they are his teammates.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Hippo gets his cap.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Point to each character on pages 4–5 and 


explain what role in the baseball game he or she 


is playing, including the umpire, catcher, and 


batters.


4–5


What is Hippo doing? (putting on his cap) Is his coach 


worried? (yes) How do you know? (He is sweating and 


looks worried.)


Guide Ask children what the other characters are doing 


and why the coach is worried about Hippo. Point out that 


the game has started. Remind them that baseball is played 


with two teams. Have them look for clues that distinguish the 


two teams.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Hippo gets his glove.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■   Hippo gets his .
   ■  ■   What does Hippo get?
  ■  Why does the coach have Hippo’s glove?


6–7


Who is giving Hippo his glove? (his coach)


Discuss Have children use picture clues to discuss what is 


happening. Guide them to see that Hippo is walking toward 


the field and his coach is holding his glove and pointing at it. 


Have children use these clues to understand that Hippo forgot 


his glove.
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Hippo gets his snack!


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Review how baseball is played if children 


seem to have trouble understanding what’s 


happening in the story.


8–9


What is Hippo getting now? (a snack) Where is his 


glove? (on the ground) Where is the ball? (on the 


ground) Why is this a problem? (The baseball game has 


started, and his teammates need him to play.)


Guide Prompt children to look for picture clues that 


help them understand what is happening in the baseball 


game. Explain that this is not a good time for Hippo to 


get a snack. Hippo should be playing the game.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Hippo gets his helmet. 


• Hippo gets his bat.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Explain that baseball players wear a helmet to 


keep their head safe when they bat. 


10–13


What is Hippo getting now?  (his helmet, his bat) Why 


does he need a helmet? (It is his turn to bat.) Why does 


Hippo need to hurry up on page 12? (because the ball 


has already been thrown and he’s not ready with his bat)


Discuss Prompt children to use picture clues to discuss 


what is happening and what they predict might happen 


next in the story.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Hippo gets a hit! Hurry up, Hippo!


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Go through the story with children and point out 


the expressions. Have children echo read, using 


the same urgent tone for “Hurry up, Hippo!”


14–15


What does Hippo get on this page? (a hit) How does 


he feel about it? (He looks surprised.) Why does Hippo 


need to hurry? (He needs to run around the bases.)


Reread Have children reread the text and then 


summarize what has happened up to this point in the 


story. Have them read “Hurry up, Hippo!” with an 


urgent expression.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Hippo gets a home run!


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Label the names of the bases on the diagram. 


Explain the positions of the players and how a 


batter scores a home run.


16


What does Hippo get? (a home run) How do his 


teammates feel? (They are happy!)


Create a Visual Discuss how the story ends. Then draw 


a diagram of a baseball diamond, labeling the bases. 


Use the visual to show children what happens when a 


baseball player gets a home run.
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Project


Draw a Baseball Player


• Using markers or colored 


pencils, draw a picture of a 


baseball player.


• Using words from the 


story, label the equipment 


your baseball player is 


using, such as a helmet, 


bat, and ball.  


• Share your picture with the 


group. 


Vocabulary & Language


Talk about Teamwork


• Discuss why everyone had 


to keep telling Hippo to 


hurry up. 


• What does it mean to work 


as a team? Was Hippo a 


good teammate? Why or 


why not? 


• Write a sentence about 


being a good teammate: A 


good teammate .   


• Share with the group.


Hands-On Activity


Design a Sign


• Imagine you are going to 


Hippo’s baseball game. 


• Use poster board and 


markers to create a sign 


that you can hold up to tell 


Hippo to hurry up. Look 


back through the book to 


look for clues about the 


team’s colors. 


• Include words, pictures, or 


both on your sign.   


• As you listen to a retelling 


of the story, hold up your 


sign whenever you hear 


the words, “Hurry up, 


Hippo!”


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Explain that children will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 


and support one or more of the activities below.


REREAD


Reread the text with children, focusing on fluency and meaning.


• What are the different things that Hippo gets? 


• What happens at the end of the story?


Respond & Extend


Research Connection


Learn Rules of Baseball


• Search online or in 


nonfiction books to find 


the rules of baseball. 


• Write down or draw one 


rule you learned.  


• Write or dictate to 


complete this sentence: A 


rule of baseball is . 


• Compile the group’s work 


together in a book called 


Baseball Rules.


Response Writing


Write about a Sport


• Think about a sport you 


have played or would like 


to play. Draw a picture of 


yourself playing that sport. 


• Use words related to the 


sport to write or dictate 


a sentence about your 


picture. Use this sentence 


frame:  I play . I 


get , , 


and . 


• Share with the group.
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